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Bat for Lashes Quotes

       We are bits of energy floating about in various guises, and when we die
we rejoin the big cosmic soup of the universe. 
~Bat for Lashes

They say for every high high there must be a low low low low low 
~Bat for Lashes

Dad was an amazing storyteller and illustrator, which he did in his spare
time - very inspiring and dramatic. 
~Bat for Lashes

I like to get dark sometimes and then come back out into the light. 
~Bat for Lashes

I'd tell everyone to come in naked in full body paint. 
~Bat for Lashes

I'd love to win a Grammy! Not ambitious or anything. And just having a
really lovely bunch of kids and a happy family life, would be good for
me. 
~Bat for Lashes

I think the best cure is to stop doing the thing that you think you should
be doing and go and have a bit of fun in another medium, maybe other
crazy things. 
~Bat for Lashes

I did gardening and cooking and drawing and reading to try take the
pressure off the music - just being eclectic and putting the fun back in
and bringing more innocence in again is really important. 
~Bat for Lashes

Music's free and music's for everyone to enjoy and express and
interpret. It transcends countries and times and decades. 
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